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Enrico Pennings is a professor of Applied 

Industrial Organisation and Head of the 

Organisation Strategy & Entrepreneurship 

Group at the Erasmus School of Economics. 

A key incubator within the faculty, 

Pennings’ group, Organisation, Strategy and 

Entrepreneurship, contributes to theory-

based empirical research on the organisation 

of firms, industries and markets. The group 

has established a name internationally.  

It has considerable experience in conducting 

studies for policy makers and industry,  

and is at the forefront of developing work 

that will become mainstream economics.
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There are three key lines of research:

• Behaviour and Biology: the Erasmus University Rotterdam Institute for Behaviour and  

 Biology (EURIBEB) investigates what makes people unique. EURIBEB is an  

 interdisciplinary research institute that links the social sciences with biology and health.  

 Specifically, its research aims to integrate insights from biology (e.g. genetics, hormones, 

 neurotransmitters, brain images), the social sciences (e.g. economics, psychology),  

 and epidemiology (e.g. mental and cardio-vascular health) to address classic research  

 questions such as the causes of disease or the effects of public policy on school  

 performance of children.
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Results & next steps 

The results of this research are published in leading academic journals (Nature, Science) 

and used by various organisations (Port of Rotterdam, European Commission, World Bank).  

The next step in the role as incubator for new lines of research is the further development 

of the Erasmus Happiness Economic Research Organisation (EHERO) and a program on 

Economics and Humanities, which will work with scholars from philosophy and sociology to 

examine for example the role of values of individuals in decision making. 

“The Organisation, Strategy & Entrepreneurship group at Erasmus School of Economics 

is a key incubator unit undertaking theory based empirical research on topics relevant to 

both business and society. The group is known internationally for being at the forefront of 

what will become mainstream economics.”

• Strategy & Entrepreneurship: This research focuses on the role of small firms in markets,  

 the role of business owners in firms, industrial organisation and policy, nascent  

 entrepreneurship and the consequences and causes of entrepreneurship in economies.  

 There is a key theme around innovation: What conditions stifle innovations? In today’s  

 environment of the sharing economy, open access and co-creation, what makes for the  

 best reward and incentive structures to stimulate innovation in business and  

 entrepreneurship? Also considerable issues with the intersection of health delivery,  

 firm strategy and financing are addressed. How can new medicine of medical devices  

 be cost effective and beneficial for patients? 

• Regional economics: The focus is on agglomeration economies, urban economics,  

 economic geography, planning and housing, economic networks, urban geography,  

 spatial planning, the knowledge economy and European regional development.  

 Examples of current research questions are: Wow can a cluster of cities create sufficient  

 agglomeration economies? Which policies work to make regions more attractive  

 for firms?

The three lines are inter-related, and as an incubator unit it is a key goal to be responsive and 

undertake work that can be valorised for societal impact and to provide a responsive unit 

that can support wide ranging research themes across Erasmus. 
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Impact

A recent project for the World Bank illustrates the impact the unit can have. Looking at 

foreign direct investments in Africa, the analysis of micro decisions by firms showed that 

countries marred by conflict attract less foreign direct investments. The research also 

found that sectors such as mining and minerals are insensitive to conflict. These sectors 

provide opportunities for countries to attract new investments, bring in new jobs and 

technologies, and prosper growth, which may bring an end to existing conflicts. 

There is considerable potential to extend this work looking at alternative measures to 

GDP to measuring the health, economic success and wellbeing (happiness) of a society, 

and how to create work/life balance in advanced societies.
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